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COVID provided a major boost to the global EdTechmarket 
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Å Global EdTechmarket CAGR for 2019-25 accelerated from 13% to 16% on the back of the pandemic 
Å Global market is expected to exceed $400bn by 2025 with significant further room for expansion given the 

current ~$6tn size of the global education market 

Sources: HolonIQ, Citibank research
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Russia ςRUB 1.8tn education market 

Sources: Industry reports, NetologyGroup, internal data

Pre-School 
Education

~RUB 440bn

K-12
~RUB 640bn

Tutoring
~RUB 100bn

Higher 
Education

~RUB 460bn

Additional 
education for 

adults
~RUB 160bn

Russia offers one of the most attractive EdTechmarkets globally, given the size of the population & extremely 
low online penetration
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Russian online education market is expected to grow ~3x by 2023 
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Russian online education market and K-12 share, RUBbn Key market drivers in the coming years:

1

2

3

ARPU growth, stimulated by the expected macro 
recovery as well as new online formats

Online education penetration growth, unlocked by 
covid, with penetration <1% for the Russian market 
currently

Ongoing digitalization across businesses and the 
introduction of new online products and services, 
including around education

4 Shift towards online across higher education 
where penetration is currently even lower than 
across schools and vocational education

Higher Professional

Sources: HolonIQ, INTERFAX, HSE, industry reports

ÅWe see major transition to online amid the COVID pandemic as not an impulsive move, but a structural long-
term trend given the continued major growth of our assets post normalization following initial lockdowns

Å Online education market could exceed RUB140bn in 2023 vs < RUB50bn in 2019, which means ~3x growth
Å K-12 online segment could grow by 3x+ and approach RUB40bn by 2023 vs RUB12bn in 2019
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UchiGroup ςK-12 focused online players

Sources: Market research,INTERFAX

K-12: School learning and exam preparation

~15%

RUB 15bn

UchiDǊƻǳǇΩǎ ŎƻǊŜ ǇǊƻŘǳŎǘ ό¦ŎƘƛΦǊǳύ ƛǎ ŦƻŎǳǎŜŘ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ Y-12 segment, which accounts for ~25% of domestic 
online education market

RUBbn, 2020E
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UchiDǊƻǳǇΩǎ ǇǊƻŘǳŎǘ ƻŦŦŜǊ

Subscription-basedB2C platform for K-12 students in 
self-learning format, covering all major school 
disciplines, including Mathematics, Russian language 
and exam preparations with monthly average check of 
~RUB 1,650
(Main product)

Product is similar to Uchi.ru, but tailored for the US 
educational system. Currently offered on a subscription-
basedB2B basis for public schools in the USA with 
$1,490 price per license for school

1-on-1 online tutoring, currently offered for English 
language and 1-4 grades only. Sold in packages of 5-
64 lessons priced within RUB 720 to 1190 per lesson

Subscription-based B2C offering for emerging 
markets, similar to Uchi.ru. As of now, offered in 
India, China, Brazil, South Africa
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> 8mn

Russian 
students on 
the platforms

>350,000

Russian 
teachers on 
the platform

4mn

Parents on the 
platform

37mn

Monthly visits

#2

EdTechproject 
globally*

85

Regions of 
Russia covered

UchiGroup: key numbers 

Source: Internal data * According to SimilarWebdatabased on traffic on Uchi.ru in April
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Uchi.ru ςleader in Russian K-12 online self-learning

Å Uchi.ru is the main product of UchiGroup, accounting for ~90% of 
revenues 

Å Uchi.ru is the leading subscription based online education platform across 
the K-12 education market segment of Russia, where school students study 
subjects in an interactive form

Å The platform

Å Offers subscriptions across multiples disciplines, including 
Mathematics, Russian and English languages, biology physics, 
chemistry and other disciplines

Å Offers classes in a self-learningform of adaptive exercises for kids 
across 1-11 grades, with personalized learning trajectory, 
determined by internal algorithms based on success rate, speed and 
other criteria 

Å Platforms provides 50 000+ gamified exercises prepared by 
professional methodologists 

Å Uchi.ru became top-2 education web-site globally (according to 
SimilarWeb) based on traffic numbers in April

Å New paying students reached 419k during the COVID peak in April, with a 
still elevated 181k number of new paying students recorded in October

Å Product is expected to deliver >RUB2.5bn in sales in 2020, with ~3x 
growth YoY

Access to interactive exercises for different school subjects  

Interactive exercises

Source: Internal data
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Uchi.ruςself learning platform overview

Products that can be used at school or at home: Value-added tools for teachers 
Å Statistics for performance monitoring of individuals and class overall 

Å Tracking of problematic topics for the entire class or each individual student 

Å Tools, which allow to build the learning process. Teacher can send extra exercises
based on the suggested areas of underperformance, personalized for each student

Å Tool that help provide individual homework andcheck auto-graded results 

Uchialso develops education programs for  teachers and conducts free seminars

Å At schools teachers can use Uchi.ru platform and 
demonstrate its content to students during study hours 

Å At home students can use Uchi.ru product to study at any 
time using own dashboard

Å Teacher is able to ǘǊŀŎƪ ǎǘǳŘŜƴǘǎΩ ǇǊƻƎǊŜǎǎvia own 
personal account on platform

Source: Internal data
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Uchi.ru ïfocus on personalization and feedback

Solved correctly
Solved with an error

Wonderful!

Å Uchi.ru makes educational process highly personalized, providing children with constant feedback as well as the 
number of exercises necessary for each particular student to learn the lesson through practical exercises vs 
memorization of outcomes

Å Learning process is also competitive and interactive, with rankings within a  class across disciplines 
Å Students can form own virtual class rooms, which they can decoratewith unique items, granted for active 

participation in problem solving

Source: Internal data


